
Redefining 
Your Digital 
Experience



Open self expression

Influence from peers

Endless entertainment

Community-driven experiences

Driven by Gen Z and 
millennials, video has become 
our primary source of human 
connection



2. Livestream

Interactive and live video built 
for mass and 1:1 engagement 

Firework powers this connection… everywhere

Short, shoppable video 
carousels embedded 
throughout your site

1. Shoppable Video 3. Amplification

Shoppable video distributed 
across the web, email, and 

simulcast to social sites



raised from leading 
venture firms

$235M

LARGEST INVESTMENT IN SECTOR

person team supporting 

customers in 37 countries

400

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

product feature 
releases

90+ 

EVOLUTIONARY

Firework is leading this transformational shift in 
commerce backed by top venture firms



And trusted by Top Global and Emerging Brand



Firework is the world’s only end-to-end video 
commerce solution built for your website and stores 

Create Anchor Amplify Optimize

Analytics, insights and 
access to new 1st party 

data to optimize your 
customer experience.

Shoppable and livestream 
video experiences on your 

website, right where people 
shop. 

Create vertical video with 
our self-serve tools, or 

through our full managed 
creative services and 

strategy.

Simulcast to social or to 
relevant network sites 

across the internet to drive 
traffic and engagement.

https://business.firework.com/business/g14Bko/channel/0WQpxDx/videos?activeTab=all


Chat



Why Firework?

Ownership & Autonomy 

Connection & Authenticity 

Innovation & Evolution



Immersive video commerce starts with an end-to-end 
solution built for the scale and speed of your business

Shoppable Video
Cart-enabled video embedded 
on your own website

Livestream Shopping
Interactive player built for 
interactivity and shopping

Storefront Everywhere
Distribute videos across a network of 
brand-safe environments and social sites

Analytics & Insights
Deep data-set helps make 
more informed decisions

Infrastructure
Ultra-low latency with 20+ patents 
on the core architecture

Camera App
Easily create content directly 

from your mobile device

PLATFORM

Your 
Brand

Self-Serve Content Tool
AI-supported content engine lets you 
create new or utilize existing content

Content Strategy
Supporting the development of the right 

content strategy for your business

Creator Solutions
Access to thousands of Firework 
trained creators and influencers 

Content Creation Service
Full-service content production

SDK
Direct integration into top 

eCommerce platforms
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